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Abstract 
This thesis reviews the e-government strategy of the European Union for 2006-2010 by 
looking at one of its best examples: Estonia. Estonia is a world leader in e-government. Other 
states can learn from Estonia’s e-government growth. By looking at concrete examples of e-
government services, three main lessons are learnt: 1). E-government leads to more 
efficiency, which saves time, money and provides more time to focus on quality. It also 
reduces corruption by removing the potentially corruptible space. 2). Outsource the 
development of e-government products. It will lead to products of higher quality and growth 
in the ICT sector. 3). By bringing services closer to the people via e-government, participation 
will increase. This thesis contributes to the existing literature by providing concrete examples 
of e-government solution, and views them in the light of reducing corruption and the e-
government strategy of the European Union. 
Abbreviations 
CPI  Corruption Perceptions Index  
DSA  Digital Signature Act 
EC  European Commission 
EU  European Union 
ICT  Information and Communication Technology  
IDA  Identity Documents Act 
IT  Information Technology 
PIA  Public Information Act 
PIAPs  Public Internet Access Points 
UN  United Nations 
UNDESA United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs 
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1. Introduction  
Estonia is a world leader in E-government (Tamkivi, 2014; Bershidsky, 2015). That is a 
unique situation in Eastern Europe, where no other country has yet earned this label, 
according to the United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) 
(2014). UNDESA publishes the most comprehensive e-government measurer at this moment. 
Estonia also has the best Corruption Perceptions Index (CPI) score of all European Union (EU) 
members in Eastern Europe. It is 8 points better than its closest contender and 19 points better 
than its worst contender in 2015 (Transparency International, 2015). Estonia was also one of 
the only countries to improve its control of corruption after it became a full member of the EU 
in 2004. Most other Eastern European countries that joined the EU experienced a backsliding 
effect and their control of corruption decreased after obtaining full membership (Kartal, 2014). 
Estonia is therefore an exception to the statement of Tavits: “The general public in post-
communist countries believes, and scholars agree, that corruption is widespread” (2010). 
This thesis investigates how e-government solutions contributed to less corruption.   
E-government is the use of information and communication technology (ICT) to deliver 
information and services to citizens and businesses in a country. In our contemporary, 
globalizing world, e-government is expected to play a larger role in the day to day lives of 
citizens. There is a link between e-government and reduced corruption (Andersen, 2009; 
Transparency International 2003; Elbahnasawy, 2014). E-government reduces corruption by 
bringing more transparency, delivering services directly and providing equal opportunities for 
citizens all over the country to access the same services for the same price. E-government 
systems leave no room for corrupt low- to mid-level government officials who require bribes 
before things get done. As Estonia’s president Ilves once said: “You can’t bribe a computer” 
(Ripon Forum, 2013, p.8). 
In other cases of countries with low corruption levels amid other countries that are mostly 
corrupt, such as Botswana, Chile or Uruguay, the lowly-corrupt countries do not have 
remarkably high e-government scores. Besides, these countries do not share a common 
history with their neighboring countries, nor do they have a strong shared supranational 
organization like the EU. So, it can be said that the case that is investigated in this thesis is 
quite unique. Next to that, e-government is a relatively new phenomenon, and corruption is a 
relatively new field in political science. This makes it a mildly unexplored subject. 
The method of this research however, is not completely unique. It is inspired by work from 
Rodousakis and Mendes Dos Santos (2008), who researched how Portugal and Austria 
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became leaders at certain components of e-government in 2005. In their article, a comparison 
between the e-inclusiveness scores of Portugal, Austria and the EU average is made by 
looking at how EU strategy was implemented in those countries. The difference with their 
article and this thesis lies in the focus on corruption, which was not addressed in Rodousakis 
and Mendes Dos Santos’ work. In their concluding remarks it is mentioned that more research 
on leading e-government states is necessary to understand the effective implementation of e-
government. 
This thesis is also inspired by a master thesis from Jaanus Karv (2015), who investigated how 
and why e-government lowers corruption. This has only been examined rarely, according to 
Karv.  He detected 4 possible factors how e-government can lower corruption from previous 
literature. By analyzing corruption cases in Estonia over the past 15 years, which was roughly 
the starting point of e-government there, he investigated which factor contributed most to 
reduced corruption. The conclusion from his work was that the factor ‘disappearance of the 
middle-man’ was the most effective factor in lowering corruption.  
This thesis investigates how e-government solutions contributed to less corruption in Estonia.  
Guidelines from the European Commission’s (EC) ‘i2010 eGovernment Action Plan – 
Accelerating eGovernment in Europe for the Benefit of All’ (hereafter called: the i2010 
Strategy) will be reviewed. The i2010 Strategy is then linked to specific e-government 
solutions in Estonia by analyzing how this strategy was implemented between 2006 and 2010. 
First, a general introduction to E-government and corruption is discussed. This is followed by 
a short history of e-government in Estonia. After that, the i2010 Strategy priorities are 
outlined and its ability to reduce corruption is discussed. Then, an Estonian example is given 
for each EU objective. Finally, conclusions are drawn and lessons that can be learnt from 
Estonia’s e-government solutions are summarized. 
This contributes to the existing literature by reviewing how concrete e-government solutions 
help to lower corruption. This has been rarely done to my knowledge. It gives an extra 
evaluation to the i2010 Strategy by comprehensively investigating one of its most successful 
participating states, and investigates a field of further study which was indicated by 
Rodousakis and Mendes Dos Santos (2008). It also shows concrete examples of Karv’s theory 
that removing the middle-man is the most effective way how e-government reduces 
corruption. This research leads to clear and concrete lessons for other states.  
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2. Corruption and E-Government 
2.1. A general introduction to the field of corruption 
Corruption is a relatively young field of study in political science. It is only since the 1990s, 
when the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank focused more on the negative 
aspects of corruption, that this subject has gained more academic attention. In 2013, the 
president of the World Bank Group, Jim Yong Kim, defined corruption as “public enemy 
number one” in developing countries (World Bank, 2013). Between 1990 and 2010, more 
than 6000 articles have been published about corruption. A realization of the immense costs 
that are posed by corruption was a big incentive for more research (Johnston, 2015). 
There is not one clear definition of corruption. This makes it hard to investigate what 
corruption exactly is and how to research it properly. Corruption is especially hard to study 
because it happens in secret. No one will openly admit to be corrupt. The interpretation of 
corruption is also culturally bound. Nevertheless, there are some definitions of the term. 
Transparency International (2016) describes corruption as: “the abuse of entrusted power for 
private gain”. This is a very broad definition, and it generally covers everything that is 
understood as corrupt. The World Bank has a similar definition: “the abuse of public office for 
private gain” (1997, p. 8). The United Nations’ (UN) (2004) official statement after the 2002 
UN Convention against Corruption was that there has not been found a comprehensive and 
universally accepted definition of corruption yet.  
So clearly there has not yet been found a marked, general and comprehensive definition of 
corruption. This, however, does not mean that it cannot be researched. Having a general idea 
of corruption, using comprehensive measurements like the CPI, and performing qualitative 
research, offers the ability to study specific parts of corruption. 
Corruption is generally perceived as bad, yet it is present in every country in the world 
(Transparency International, 2015). Transparency International describes three forms of 
corruption: petty corruption, grand corruption, and political corruption. The kind of corruption 
depends on the amounts of money that is involved and the sector where it takes place. Petty 
corruption is the most ‘seen’ version. Petty corruption occurs when public officials misuse the 
entrusted power that they hold by asking ordinary citizens for bribes or other gifts in exchange 
for public goods or services. Grand corruption occurs at the higher levels of the state when 
government officials use their entrusted power for personal gain, thereby excluding or 
subordinating the public interest. A clear illustration is outsourcing large government projects 
to companies in return for money or gifts. Lastly, political corruption is the manipulation of 
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government procedures, institutions or policies in order to stay in power (Transparency 
International, 2016). 
Corruption has a negative effect on society and its functioning (Anderson and Tverdova, 2003; 
Heywood, 2015; Philp, 2015; Friedrich, 2009; Warren, 2004). Furthermore, corruption also 
has a negative effect on personal, professional and psychological levels of citizens and their 
pursuit for well-being (Tavits, 2008). Corruption gives power to the rich and powerful, while 
reducing power for the poor and weak. It excludes the people who should be included, both 
economically and politically. This augments inequality, because not everyone gets the same 
chances as not all citizens have equal opportunities to develop in society. Citizens who live in 
democratic societies that are more corrupt show more negative attitudes towards civil servants 
and government institutions than citizens of countries which are less corrupt. Furthermore, 
corruption has negative effects on the legitimacy of a political system (Anderson and 
Tverdova, 2003).  
Uslaner provides us with the “inequality trap”. This simple, yet very sharp theory perfectly 
describes the negative downward spiral that corruption causes. The theory is:  
 
“inequality  low trust  corruption  more inequality” (Uslaner, 2015, p. 199). 
 
 Uslaner explains this negative downward spiral as follows: 
 
“Corruption makes the rich richer and the poor poorer. Corrupt governments have less 
money to spend on basic services. Politicians line their own pockets with money from the 
Treasury, leaving less money for schools, hospitals and roads. When governments cannot 
provide basic services, people lose faith in their leaders – and are less willing to entrust them 
with their tax money – leaving even less money for basic services. For the rich, there are 
always alternative markets. The poor may be forced to make small payments to public 
officials and to get basic services, but often they cannot afford even meagre sums and must do 
without. The poor get even poorer” (2015, p. 199). 
 
To summarize the first chapter: corruption is the misuse of entrusted power for private gain. It 
has negative consequences on the state, the economy, the trust in government officials and on 
the daily lives of citizens. Inequality leads to corruption, and corruption enhances inequality. 
Despite all its negative influences, corruption is present in all countries in the world, 
especially developing countries. 
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2.2. A general introduction to e-government 
Governance is the interaction between the state and society. It can refer to the way the 
bureaucracy is organized, how the government does (or does not) deliver services to its 
citizens, and the way how citizens can ask for benefits they are entitled to as residents of that 
state (Rose, 2005). E-government is the partial outsourcing of governance interactions and 
institutions to a website or Internet application. It aims to be a smooth facilitator for 
interaction between citizens and the government. It also aims to create equality for 
interactions between government and civilians (UNDESA, 2014).  
E-government can be defined as the use of ICT and its application by the government for the 
provision of information and public services to the people (UNDESA, 2004). To stretch this 
definition a bit further, one could say that e-government is the use of information technologies 
for delivering government services, enhancing public transparency and information 
availability, and simplifying the communication between citizens and their government.  E-
government creates more equality, as all citizens can access the same service and information 
in the same way. 
The UN mentioned the potential positive effects e-government in their E-Government Survey 
of 2014, stating: “E-Government and innovation can provide significant opportunities to 
transform public administration into an instrument of sustainable development” (p. 2). E-
government has the potential to create a more effective government. The report provides a 
link between e-government and sustainable development because e-government has a positive 
impact on the reduction of corruption. This will be explained in the following chapter. 
E-government is extra interesting because it is growing extensively at this moment. In a 
globalizing world, where Twitter and Facebook are as common as newspapers, e-government 
will grow more and more and will eventually become the standard of dealing with 
governments in the developed world. Next to that, it is becoming more comprehensive due to 
technological advancements.  
 
2.3. How E-government reduces corruption 
A modern way to tackle corruption is e-government. Many authors established a link between 
the use of e-government and reduced corruption in large-N studies, but without explaining 
how exactly e-government reduces corruption (Andersen, 2009; Elbahnasawy, 2014; Kim, 
2013; Krishan, Teo and Lim, 2013). The four key factors in this ‘how’ are transparency, 
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accountability, the disappearance of the “middle-man”, and bridging the gap between public 
workers and citizens (Karv, 2015). These will be explained in this chapter. 
Transparency contributes to the self-reliance and self-empowerment of citizens. When 
citizens can view all information for themselves they can avoid and denounce corrupt 
behavior of government employees. Transparency is seen as an important factor to reduce 
corruption, because government officials must justify their behavior as citizens can control 
them (Carr & Jago, 2014). The pre-condition for valuable transparency is that the information 
is of good quality, is easily accessible, is relevant, and can be trusted. Otherwise, there is  
improper transparency which can lead to the opposite effect: increased corruption 
(Vishwanath & Kaufmann, 2001). 
Accountability is closely linked to transparency. More transparency can lead to more 
accountability. Pina, Torres and Acerete (2007) view ICT as a ‘power tool’ to improve 
accountability if government officials must clarify why decisions have been made. 
Government decision without proper explanation can be detected immediately. This fosters 
non-corrupt behavior and decision making, as no one wants to be disgraced for being publicly 
corrupt. That would most certainly lead to dissatisfied citizens. 
By removing the middle-man, there is no possibility that someone can be corrupted. This does 
not mean that every middle-man or government employee is corrupt, but by taking away the 
possibility to behave corruptly, the risk is completely excluded. The direct contact between 
citizen and government via the Internet leaves no room for corruption. According to 
Charoensukmongkol and Moqbel (2012), a condition for bureaucratic corruption to occur 
easily is the personal contact between government officials who have the authority to 
distribute public goods and citizens that want to retrieve these services. Furthermore, if such 
contacts take place regularly, it becomes a normal practice for citizens to pay bribes in order 
to obtain goods and to even bypass regulations or laws (Méon and Weill, 2010).  
E-Government is also expected to bring more efficiency to a state’s institutions. Today, 
citizens are used to 24 hours a day service from the private market. They are expecting the 
same of their governments. More efficiency will lead to less bureaucratic hassle, which is in 
line with removing the space for government officials to be corrupt (Von Haldenwang, 2004). 
Removing the middle-man is the most effective way that e-Government contributes to less 
corruption, according to the study of Karv (2015). 
Finally, e-Government helps to create trust between public workers and citizens by promoting 
fairness, equality and legality. When e-Government bring transparency, accountability, and  
works to serve the needs of citizens, more trust will grow between citizens and governments 
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(Aucoin & Heintzman, 2000). As mentioned before by quoting Tavits (2008), with a clearer 
government there will be more satisfaction by citizens of the government, which enhances 
trust. 
But in the end, e-government is no panacea for reducing corruption. The system only works as 
well as the people who designed and implemented it. It is not the country that is corrupt, but 
the people (Tavits, 2010). If the government does not commit to full transparency and 
accountability, the country will remain corrupt. To be taken seriously, a government should 
attempt to open up as much information and work as transparent as is reasonably possible 
(Economist Intelligence Unit, 2013). 
3. E-government in Estonia 
3.1. A short history of e-Government in Estonia 
When it regained its independence in August 1991, the chances were not big for Estonia to 
become a world leader in e-government. It was a small, thinly populated post-communist 
country without natural resources to start its growth. In 1995, Drechsler argued that Estonia’s 
biggest problem was that there was a lack of étatisme, that there was no trust in the state, nor 
was there true respect for legal or administrative decisions. 
To grow, the Estonians had to come up with something else, something new. Prime Minister 
Rõivas explains the focus on ICT: “Information Technology [IT] allows us to achieve beyond 
our natural means as a small government and country” (Anthes, 2015, p. 18). For Estonians, 
it was a matter of survival in an unstable area. Cyber-lawyer and law professor Sullivan 
argues almost the same: “It [Estonia] was very poor, and struggling to establish its own 
identity and own economy. They had few resources otherwise, so they decided to go with IT” 
(Anthes, 2015, p. 18). Joeveer (2014) explains the success partially because of the global 
entrepreneurial  mindset the Estonians have developed since their independence. A major 
moment for ICT entrepreneurship was when Microsoft bought Skype, developed by Estonians, 
for 8.5 billion USD in 2011. 
It worked out tremendously. It is interesting to see that, despite the difficult times due to the 
economic crisis, a small country was able to increase their investments in e-government. This 
confirms their strong belief in the positive effects of E-government on economic recovery and 
serving the needs of citizens (UNDESA, 2014; Economist Intelligence Unit, 2013).  
The government realized that if it was going to use e-Government on a large scale, Internet 
must be available to its citizens everywhere. To the advantage of the ICT environment, many 
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politicians were quite young when they obtained political power after the fall of the USSR. 
Those young people understood the ability of the Internet to help the country forward 
(Kingsley, 2012). It was therefore that the Estonian governments regulated Internet quite early, 
with for example the Digital Signatures Act (DSA) (2000), the Public Information Act (PIA) 
(2001), and the Personal Data Protection Act (2007). Before 2000, the law of private data 
protection (1996) and the law of databases (1997) already protected private data and databases 
(Pappel & Vanker, 2015). The regulations protected citizens against the inappropriate use of 
e-government, which promoted trust between citizens and the government regarding e-
government. 
Estonia is a frontrunner especially in the number and diversity of services that their e-
government delivers and the level of participation in e-government facilities. It is ranked as 
one of the best, and sometimes as the number one, in the variety of services its e-Government 
systems delivers and how their national portal functions (Waseda Institute, 2015; UNDESA, 
2014). The Estonian political elite is proud of the achievements that the country has made. 
According to the current President of Estonia, Ilves, e-government has brought his country a 
lot of good things (E-Estonia, 2016a). 
To summarize, professor Linnar Viik explains spot on why Estonia has so much e-
government, in the documentary “e-Estonia: Life in a Networked Society”: 
 
“Estonians actually never developed the information society here to be a sales article.  We did 
it because we were not able to survive otherwise. We did it because we wanted to live a decent 
good life with efficient public administration, with internet that includes people, not 
disconnect people,  and we never thought that we were doing a huge thing internationally.  
[...]  We had not the slightest idea that we were doing something superior” (e-Estonia, 2013, 
38:25). 
3.2. How e-government works in Estonia 
Viik explains what the drive was for Estonians to build their e-government system. He thinks 
that giving computers and internet access to all schools in the country contributes to the level 
playing field that children should have in order to succeed, thereby reducing inequality (e-
Estonia, 2013, 39:53).  
The e-government system in Estonia is built around the so-called X-Road, which can be seen 
as the backbone for its e-government infrastructure. It was introduced in 2001. Via X-Road, 
all e-government services are connected and are able to interact. The systems’ databases are 
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decentralized, which means that there is no single owner or controller. Every government 
institution, business or citizen can choose the e-Government services that suits their need (e-
Estonia, 2016b). X-road is summarized in figure 1. 
Services can be added one at a time which means that there is a very low chance of the whole 
system being unusable when new services are added or when maintenance is necessary. The 
most important aspect of the X-Road in relation to reducing corruption is the decentralized 
system which ensures that not one person or institution can completely control the system. 
Citizens can interact directly with the government online which removes the middle-man. No 
one can pay a bribe to an online service, nor can someone get a ‘special’ or quicker treatment 
by paying more. Finally, the system standardizes the service for the whole country. A service 
can therefore be no more expensive or complicated in one region than in the other. This 
improves equality in accessing government services. 
4. EU Policy on e-Government 
To see how other countries can learn from Estonia’s success, we will first look at the e-
government strategy and policies that were outlined by the EC in 2006 in the ‘i2010 
eGovernment Action Plan’. The strategy lasted from 2006 until 2010. The i2010 Strategy 
does not stand on its own. The plan was followed up by an action plan for 2011-2015, and 
currently the action plan for 2016-2020 is in effect. Each new strategy sets new priorities 
based on what has been accomplished, what is needed, and where growth is possible. 
Currently, e-government is quite mature and frequently used in Estonia. The strategy for 
2006-2010 was chosen for this research because Estonia was making its biggest steps in that 
period. Reviewing Estonia’s actions and strategies during those years will deliver the best 
lessons and advices for countries who are still developing their e-government potential. 
Estonia’s current advancements in e-government would be overambitious or simply too 
complicated for countries that are still in the developing phase. 
The 2006-2010 Action Plan presented EU Member States with four broad objectives to 
improve e-government effectiveness and cooperation (European Commission, 2006, p. 3). To 
fulfill these objectives, the EC has set out 5 priorities for EU member states, which are: 
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Figure 1. A schematic plan the structure of X-Road (E-Estonia, 2016b). 
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I. “No citizen left behind: advancing inclusion through eGovernment so that by 2010 all 
citizens benefit from trusted, innovative services and easy access for all” (EC, 2006, p. 
4).  
The advantages of e-Government are great. It should therefore be within reach of 
everyone in society, including the old, non-skilled, or people who are not able to buy 
or use a computer. The digital divide is a dangerous outcome of providing e-
government only to those who are able to deal with it. This will provide only a certain 
part of the population with the benefits of e-government while others remain in the old 
structure, which leads to more inequality (Bussell, 2012). This exactly the opposite 
goal of e-Government, which aims to create equality in interactions between 
government and citizens.  
II. “Making efficiency and effectiveness a reality – significantly contributing, by 2010, to 
high user satisfaction, transparency and accountability, a lighter administrative 
burden and efficiency gains”  (EC, 2006, p. 4).  
The EU member states have committed themselves to create more efficiency in their 
administration by using ICT solutions with the hope of lowering the administrative 
work by 2010. To encourage more sharing of experiences, measures will be taken by 
the EC. 
III. “Implementing high-impact key services for citizens and businesses - by 2010, 100% 
of public procurement will be available electronically, with 50% actual usage5 , with 
agreement on cooperation on further high-impact online citizen services” (EC, 2006, 
p. 4).  
Outstanding cross-border services that make a significant impact on citizens, 
businesses and administrations will act as flagships for e-government in Europe. The 
i2010 Strategy delivers a roadmap with multiple examples of such flagships from 
across the EU. During the plan, more cooperation on effective e-government services 
will be promoted among the Member States. 
IV. “Putting key enablers in place - enabling citizens and businesses to benefit, by 2010, 
from convenient, secure and interoperable authenticated access across Europe to 
public services” (EC, 2006, p. 4).  
To make e-Government a success, the following key enabler must be put in place:  
 Interoperable electronic identification management (e-ID) for access to 
public services.  
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 In 2010, recognizers of other Member States their e-ID must be put in 
place. 
 Electronic document authentication 
 Electronic archiving (EC, 2006, p. 4). 
V. “Strengthening participation and democratic decision-making - demonstrating, by 
2010, tools for effective public debate and participation in democratic decision-
making” (EC, 2006, p. 4).  
One of the greatest advantages of e-Government is that millions of people can be 
reached at the same time with the same message. This offers huge potential to involve 
citizens in the public debate. 65% of respondents to an online poll about online 
democracy thinks that this can help to overcome current democratic deficits. The 
i2010 Strategy proposes that states offer support for projects which use ICT 
opportunities to increase involvement of the public in the democratic process. 
 
The i2010 Strategy can be linked to ways how e-government can reduce corruption according 
to Karv (2015). ‘Access for all’ can be linked to both transparency and accountability. Based 
on the principle of no citizen gets left behind, access for all aims to provide all citizens with 
the right information, as was discussed by Vishwanath & Kaufamn (2001). More transparency 
for all citizens will also lead to more control on government officials. This ensures that the 
government officials can be held accountable more easily, and therefore shall act more 
responsible. When citizens have access to the right information, no government official can 
misuse his position for long. 
The second priority, increased efficiency, provides an opportunity for the removal of the 
middle-man. As Von Haldenwang pointed out (2004), more efficiency will eventually lead to 
the disappearance of the middle-man. Charoensukmongkol and Moqbel (2012) argued that a 
condition for bureaucratic corruption to occur easily is the personal contact between 
government officials who have the authority to distribute public goods and citizens that want 
to retrieve these services. With more bureaucratic efficiency through e-government, there is 
no longer a need for multiple layers of government officials. Citizens interacts directly with 
the government via the Internet, which removes potentially corrupt government officials. 
Thirdly, the priority High Impact e-government services, has the same anti-corruption effect 
as increased efficiency, namely removal of the middle-man. With more impactful e-
government, less bureaucracy is needed. This priority also states that governments must share 
successful e-government solutions with their fellow Member States. The Member States are 
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thus actually controlling each-other to do the right thing with e-government. So, 
accountability, be it on the state-level, fits here as well. 
Putting key enablers in place is the fourth priority set out by the EC. By using electronic 
signatures, electronic identification for access to government web-sites and electronic 
archiving, the middle-man is (again) removed. No papers have to be signed at government 
offices, but everything can be done legally online. Again, the potentially corrupt government 
official is removed. 
The final priority, increased participation in decision-making, contributes to transparency, 
accountability, and building trust. By motivating citizens to join decision-making in their 
country (whether it is on a national, regional, or local level) more citizens use the ability to 
make their voice heard. This is one of the key principles of a democracy (Trout, 2013).  This 
is interesting especially for majority governments, where, according to Lijphart (1999), 
governments are less responsive to citizens’ needs than proportional, consensus democracies. 
Including citizens in decision-making via e-government can compensate for that democratic 
deficit. 
One thing that must not be underestimated is that all mentioned priorities will lead to the 
fourth factor how e-government reduces corruption: building trust. All these priorities have 
the goal of promoting fairness, equality and legality. Trust is a concept that is hard to measure, 
but is essential in all interactions between citizens and government. Without it, not one of the 
goals from the i2010 Strategy can be reached. 
After reviewing the i2010 Strategy in the light of reducing corruption, it can be said that the 
priorities for improving e-government do not only lead to more bureaucratic efficiency or 
transparency. It has become clear that improving e-government also has the potential to 
reduce corruption in many ways. It can remove potentially corruptible space, it can make 
government officials act more accountable, and it builds trust between citizens and the state. 
By implementing the i2010 Strategy, positive effects will occur in multiple areas, including 
corruption. 
5. Implementation of the i2010 Strategy in Estonia 
The i2010 Strategy has been implemented in Estonia with great success. In the 2010 annual 
Benchmark Measurement Report, which evaluates the i2010 Strategy, Estonia was frequently 
named as one of the high achievers in many sub-sections of e-government. 94% of e-
Government services have been well-rated in terms of transparency of service delivery, multi-
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channel service provision, ease of use, privacy protection and user satisfaction monitoring. 
Estonia has reached the top score for visibility of e-Procurement for the first time in 2010. 
The country is also one of the only 7 EU Member States that has an online process to start 
company. The Estonian e-government services are also praised for being very user-centric by 
using a personalized and interactive e-government environment and providing its citizens with 
tailor-made information (Lörincz et al., 2010).  
To make this success more tangible and comparable, one Estonian e-government solution for 
each of the 5 objectives from the i2010 Strategy will be highlighted. By doing this, it becomes 
clearer how exactly these broad objectives have been met in a practice.  
 
5.1. Access for All 
To exploit the maximum of all advantages that e-government offers, it should be available to 
everyone. This not only means the ability to connect to the Internet. It also means the 
inclusion of the elderly or unskilled as well. The benefits should reach all parts of the 
population, otherwise only a part of the population can benefit from its advantages. This 
disadvantages the others which creates inequality. This potential digital divide should be 
taken into consideration when introducing e-government. 
In 2006, less than 45% of all households in Estonia had a computer with an Internet 
connection. This number has risen to almost 67% by 2010. Internet usage has also increased 
largely in those five years, from 61% up to just under 74% (Estonian Statistics, 2016a; 
Estonian Statistics, 2016b). Also see the table below. This is a huge increase in only 5 years, 
but it still left around 35% of the population without an Internet connection at home.  
To overcome the problem of inaccessibility, the Estonian government created over 700 Public 
Internet Access Points (PIAPs). It has done so in cooperation with the Look@World 
Foundation, which was initiated by banks, telecom and IT companies to encourage the use of 
Internet. By doing this, the government hopes to challenge the digital divide and to help 
families or persons who are not in the position to buy a computer for themselves. The 
foundation has also trained 102.697 persons in computer skills in 2004, reaching 10% of the 
adult population (Look@World, 2016). 
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Besides PIAPs, Estonia has also seen a major increase in free Wi-Fi spots all over the country. 
These are initiated by Veljo Haamer from wifi.ee. He discovered the benefits of Wi-Fi in the 
United States and wanted to have the same system at home. The first Wi-Fi areas were 
launched in 2001. Wife.ee did not only provide Wi-Fi, but also created awareness by creating 
recognizable Wi-Fi logos at Wi-Fi access points. This was important, as professor Viik points 
out: “More important than putting a new piece of technology on a shelf and hitting the button 
is how people start to use it, and whether they embrace the change which is causing new 
processes, or new services available to people” (Boyd, 2004).  Wi-Fi was also successful in 
rural areas where it brought Internet to places that were sometimes scarcely connected to the 
Internet (Boyd, 2004; Haamer & Veldre, 2002). 
To conclude this part, Estonia has seen a large increase in households with an Internet 
connection and usage of Internet between 2005 and 2010. For those who were not able to use 
a computer at home, PIAPs were created and trainings in IT-skills were given to Estonians. A 
boost to free Wi-Fi areas across the whole country contributed to more Internet availability 
for all citizens, even in the rural areas. This contributed to the greater use of e-government 
services (UNDESA, 2005; UNDESA, 2010). 
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Graph 1. Internet connectivity and usage between 2005 and 2010 in Estonia (Estonian 
Statistics 2016a and 2016b). 
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5.2. Increased efficiency. 
E-government is expected to bring more efficiency to bureaucratic administrations and 
interactions with citizens (Von Haldenwang, 2004; Jun & Weare, 2011). In the UN E-
Government Readiness Report of 2005, Estonia ranked 19
th
 worldwide, and 12
th
 in Europe 
with an e-government index score of 0.7347 (p. 160). It ranked 11
th
 in e-participation 
worldwide which indicates that e-government was already becoming popular in the country. 5 
years later, when the i2010 Strategy almost came to an end, the level of e-participation had 
increased, putting the country on the 9
th
 place for e-participation worldwide (UNDESA, 
2010). 
Bureaucratic and administrative efficiency have grown during the i2010 Strategy due to 
increased e-government use. In the graphs on the next page, an increase can been seen in 
submitting completed forms to public authorities and in the use e-government services 
respectively. Estonia lies comfortably above the EU average. By interacting online with the 
government, there is no need to visit a government building which saves time. Also, all 
information that is necessary for interaction with the government is provided online. This 
means that you do not need to travel between your home and the government office if you 
have forgotten something. 
Almost all interactions with the government can be done via the e-government portal. This 
paperless government has led to 2% savings of the GDP (E-Estonia, 2016c). There are many 
examples of how innovative solutions help to have a more efficient government for both the 
public officials and the citizens. One example from during the i2010 Strategy period is the e-
Health system which was introduced in 2008. The system is decentralized. It extracts data 
from different healthcare providers in Estonia to create a standardized record for each patient. 
It immediately uploads new information when it becomes available. For doctors, this is a very 
efficient way of reading the medical records of a person.  
In emergency situations, doctors can directly access a patients’ medical records by using their 
ID card to see blood type, allergies, recent or ongoing treatments, or pregnancy. Citizens can 
also view their medical records for themselves and of their children via the Patient portal. 
They can also see who has access to their files, who accessed them, view their latest medical 
visits, current prescriptions, and view general health advice. All data is collected 
anonymously for national statistics. This is valuable information for the relevant ministries to 
adjust their policy to new trends (e-Estonia, 2016d). 
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Graph 2. Individuals submitting completed forms to public authorities 
over the Internet, last 12 months (European Commission, 2016b).  
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Graph 3. Individuals interacting online with public authorities, last 12 months 
(European Commission, 2016c). 
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By digitalizing its medical administration, Estonia saved costs and improved efficiency. 
Citizens are helped quicker, easier and more accurately. Queues in hospitals have been 
reduced by as much as one third (e-Estonia, 2016e, p.7). Doctors can focus more on patients, 
and far less on administrative bureaucracy. This is just one of many examples of how digital 
administration increases efficiency. The system contributes to more efficiency, less 
administrative burden, and more satisfied citizens. Estonian president Ilves is currently the 
chairman of the EU taskforce on e-Health. The e-Health report mentions Estonia as a leader 
and example in efficient e-Health solutions, a proof of Estonian success in this area (eHealth 
Taskforce, 2012).  
 
5.3. High Impact e-Government services 
In the ‘Action plan for the implementation of the legal framework for electronic public 
procurement’ (European Commission, 2004), the EC set out specific objectives to create more 
efficiency in procurement and to improve competitiveness among ICT companies. The plan 
provides a framework for conducting procurement electronically in a transparent, open and 
non-discriminatory way. It also establishes rules for electronic tendering. The plan states that 
when online procurement would be generalized, it can possibly save governments 5% on 
expenditures and save 50% to 80% on transaction costs for both the buyer and supplier.  
More competition and efficiency in public procurement can positively impact economies, and 
it can play an important role in reaching the Lisbon objectives (European Commission, 2004). 
The EC encourages more competition in the ICT market because it will lead to better 
products, which in turn leads to more impactful e-government solutions. This will also 
improve business productivity because it reduces the administrative burden (OECD, 2009).  
The EC has set 3 sub-objectives to reach the broader objective of creating high impact e-
Government services. One of those sub-objectives is to increase efficiency of public 
procurement and to improve governance. The EC advises Member States to be aware of the 
potential danger of buying too much ICT solutions from one or few suppliers. This could lead 
to the inappropriate centralization of e-government services and less competition among ICT 
companies. To accomplish more efficiency without leaving the potential for inappropriate 
centralization, the EC advises to establish national plans which are complemented by 
individual plans, especially for their most powerful buyers (European Commission, 2004). 
This will enhance the synergy between the state and its ICT suppliers. 
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After Skype was sold, a whole new class of Estonian investors in technology and creators of 
ICT solutions stood up as they saw the chances that new technologies offered. This led to 
high-tech industry being accountable for 15% of the GDP in 2013 (Economist, 2013). 
Estonia’s pioneering policy in e-government is likely to support productivity growth. The 
political will, the effective partnerships between the public and private sector, and the 
collaboration between government agencies all contributed to Estonia’s success. The private 
sector played a major role by creating Internet banking, which created trust in ICT (OECD, 
2009). The close cooperation of these different groups of expertise led to the successful 
implementation of high impact e-government services in Estonia. Currently, there are more 
than 2500 e-Government services in Estonia (e-Estonia, 2016c). Without synergy between 
these groups, the success would not have been this great.   
 
5.4. Putting key enablers in place 
The fourth objective of the i2010 Strategy was to put key enablers in place to make e-
government a success. These included: interoperable electronic identification management, or 
e-ID; electronic document authentication; recognizing other states’ e-ID; and electronic 
archiving. The e-ID is used to access secure e-services and to sign documents digitally. By 
having a legally usable e-ID, all government- and business related verifications that 
previously needed an analog signature are in theory superfluous. A visit to the government 
office is no longer necessary, making e-ID a faster and more efficient way of legally signing 
your documents. 
In Estonia, e-ID was introduced already in 2002. That was four years before the i2010 
Strategy made it one of their primary objectives. During the i2010 Strategy, the concept of e-
ID was taken even further by introducing ‘Mobiil-ID’, or Mobile-ID, in 2007. Citizens now 
have the advantage of e-ID on their mobile devices. Only a personalized PIN code is 
necessary to access e-government services via your mobile device. When logged in to your e-
ID on your mobile device, all data exchange between the mobile device and the e-government 
environment is performed over an encrypted connection to protect your data (ID, 2016). The 
safeguarding of personal information is one of the key factors that made Estonians embrace 
the e-government system, according to President Ilves (Keen, 2016). 
The e-ID and Mobile-ID are issued pursuant to the Identity Documents Act (IDA) and the 
Digital Signatures Act (DSA). Both were updated multiple times to comply with modern e-
ID. The IDA entered force on January 1
st
, 2000, and the DSA in December 2000. The DSA 
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provides the necessary conditions for using digital signatures and digital seals, and the 
procedure for exercising supervision of certification services and time-stamping services 
(DSA, §1). The critical paragraph in the act is §3.1, which states: “A digital signature has the 
same legal consequences as a hand-written signature if these consequences are not restricted 
by law and if the compliance of the signature with the requirements of subsection 2 (3) of this 
Act is proved”.  
This meant, according to Prause & Lille (2009), that ultimately all government agencies 
became e-government agencies when application forms are downloadable and any other 
obstacles are absent. Any form or application that is signed digitally and is sent by email, is 
now equal to the same form or application that is sent by normal mail with an analog 
signature. This makes the public agency obliged to register the document and to start the 
processing procedure. 
The i2010 Strategy objective ‘Putting key enablers in place’ has been brought to the next 
phase by introducing Mobile-ID. Around 765.000 e-IDs were issued in May 2005 (European 
Commission, 2016c). By 2016, there are 1.2 million active e-ID cards in Estonia, which is 
almost 94% of the total population (e-Estonia, 2016f). By introducing Mobile-ID, the 
Estonian e-Government services have created a better, less time-consuming procedure to 
access e-government services and to sign documents digitally. Only a personal PIN code is 
necessary to use the benefits of e-ID. This makes mobile-ID one of the best key enablers to 
access e-government services fast and easily. 
 
5.5. Increased participation in decision-making 
To increase political participation, Estonia introduced e-voting in 2005. The idea was that an 
easier voting procedure would lead to more participation. E-voting is meant to be an addition, 
not a replacer, of traditional voting methods (Tsahkna, 2013). Normal voting consumes more 
time as one has to physically get to a polling station. E-voting offers the advantage of saving 
time because one can vote from anywhere, even abroad. Only an Internet connection and a 
working and valid e-ID are necessary.  
There has been a big increase in the use of e-voting. When introduced in 2005 at local 
elections it was only used by 1,9% of the voters. During the i2010 Strategy, e-voting saw its 
peak in 2009, when 15.8% of all voters used the new voting method in local elections. The 
latest opportunity for e-voting was at the parliamentary elections in 2015, where e-voting was 
used by 30,5% of all voters (e-Estonia, 2016g).  
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E-voting became possible in Estonia for three main reasons. First of all, the widespread 
Internet penetration gives the people access to the key provider of e-voting: Internet. The 
second reason for the relative success of e-voting in Estonia was the widespread use of e-ID 
which enabled citizens to legally vote online. The third reason is the secure environment that 
e-voting provides in Estonia. Except for the safe e-government environment that is present in 
Estonia, e-voting has a function to protect citizens and elections against coercion and fraud. 
E-voters can adjust their electronic vote during the three-day early voting period. The 
previous vote will be superseded by the new vote (Vassil & Weber, 2011). The voters’ 
anonymity is guaranteed, because the voters identity is removed from the ballot before it 
reaches the National Electoral Commission for counting. E-voting can be seen as any other 
procedure on X-road that requires a digital signature (Tsahkna, 2013).  
Research from Vassil and Weber (2013) shows that e-voting is mainly used by new 
participants to engage in the democratic process, rather than just for convenience by the 
people who were already engaging. The use of e-voting does not only increase the turnout for 
elections, but it also engages small groups in society to interact with politics that would 
otherwise not show an interest in it. Especially younger people become more engaged through 
e-voting (Solop, 2001). E-voting also shows that local and national politics value the opinions 
of young people by using modern techniques to hear their opinions (Smith & Macintosh, 
2003). This rebalances the inequality in political participation for the better. This is in line 
with the i2010 Strategy objective of involving more people in the public debate. E-voting is 
not merely an addition to traditional voting, it actually engages new groups in the democratic 
process.  
6. Discussion and conclusion 
This thesis has given an introduction to e-government, e-government in Estonia, and how e-
government reduces corruption. It then looked at the i2010 Strategy from the EC and reasoned 
how the implementation of this strategy could lead to a decrease in corruption. To show this, 
each objective from the i2010 Strategy was scrutinized by using an Estonian example of good 
implementation. We can now conclude the positive outcomes of these e-government solutions, 
and see what lessons there are for states that are developing their e-government potential. 
The first objective, access for all, was accomplished by a cooperation between government 
and private organizations which both had the aim to promote the use of Internet. By providing 
free Internet-access points throughout the country, connectivity and Internet-usage grew. The 
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second objective asked for more efficiency. There has been a huge increase in efficiency in 
the medical sector since medical reports became available online. Direct effects were less 
queues, less bureaucratic costs, more time for patients and valuable data for ministries to 
adapt their policies.  
The third objective, more high-impact e-government services, was not reached by large-scale 
e-government projects initiated by the government. This would be time-costly, expensive and 
centralized. Instead, ICT companies competed to deliver the best product for specific services. 
This had the advantage for the government for buying the best solution, plus the ICT sector 
has grown in quantity and quality in Estonia. 
Putting key enablers in place was taken to the next level by introducing Mobile-ID. Citizens 
became able to use e-government services everywhere through their mobile devices. This 
made interaction with e-government easier, faster, and available everywhere. The last 
objective, increased participation in the democratic process, began in 2005, when the first i-
voting took place. Voting via the Internet was not a replacer of traditional voting, but an 
addition that attracted new people to participate in elections. 
Different topics have been discussed, and there are certain elements that can be found in all 
Estonian e-government solutions. Below are the main findings of this research. I believe these 
are generalizable to other cases, although it must be done so with caution, taking the 
preconditions of Estonia into consideration. 
 
 E-government leads to more efficiency, which saves time, money and provides more 
time to focus on quality. It also reduces corruption by removing the potentially 
corruptible space. 
 Outsource the development of e-government products. It will lead to products of 
higher quality and growth in the ICT sector. 
 By bringing services closer to the people via e-government, participation will increase. 
 
It is unquestionable that the preconditions for successful e-government implementation in 
Estonia were the political will, the legal environment and the innovative and the growing ICT 
sector. Without these factors, it would have been impossible to create the comprehensive e-
government services that are available today. The innovative solutions have led to a high level 
of transparency and accessibility in government. Exchange between public, personal and 
corporate data is now safe and convenient. Estonian citizens are now healthier, are better 
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educated and have easy access to social services everywhere they go. Finally, a thriving 
environment for business and entrepreneurship has been put in place (E-Estonia, 2016a). 
Other countries, who are still developing their e-government services, can learn from Estonia. 
The main advice that can be given after this examination is to be a smart purchaser. Let ICT 
companies create custom made e-services for your country. Do not start large-scale, 
centralized and expensive programs, but rather let the private sector serve your needs. 
Another advice, more focused on corruption, is to make your e-government infrastructure 
decentralized. This reduces the risk of corruption, blackmailing, or authoritative control over 
the system. A decentralized system cannot be controlled by one person or one group, and is 
therefore less prone to potential corruption. Also, the more efficiency through e-government, 
the less space there is for corrupt government officials. 
This work has contributed to the existing literature by highlighting successful, specific e-
government solutions. It is an addition to the work of Rodousakis and Mendes Dos Santos by 
providing another exemplary case of e-government implementation. It also contributes to the 
research of Karv by providing concrete examples of e-government services which show that 
his theory was right: e-government creates more efficiency, which removes the middle-man, 
which reduces corruption as there is no one who can be corrupted. 
Based on the findings of this research, new research can focus on other successful 
implementation of e-government in other countries, and if the lessons from Estonia are 
applicable elsewhere. Another exemplary country can be investigated from the ‘EU 
eGovernment Action Plan 2011-2015’ to see how and which other e-solutions have been 
implemented using the newest technologies. 
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